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ABSTRACT 

 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) which is caused due to the damage of blood vessel present in the retina is one of the 

major diseases that cause vision loss in diabetic patients.  Exudates are the preliminary symptoms of diabetic 

retinopathy; if it is not treated properly it leads to complete blindness. Exudates are nothing but a lipid effusion 

from blood vessels that are visible signs of retinal abnormality which occurs at an earlier state. However, 

manual testing and evaluation of the exudates takes much time, effort and also sometimes mistakes in 

identifying the disease may arise. So in this paper, we have developed a computational tool that can help to 

detect and classify exudates in fundus images. Initially, Kirsch template followed by morphological operations 

was applied on the image to detect and eliminate the optic disc. Then the proposed exudates segmentation and 

classification methodology works by combining different techniques like K-means clustering, connected 

component labeling and SVM. To test the performance of the system DIARETDB1 fundus image database is 

used and the results are promising with an overall classification accuracy of 84.68%  

Keywords: Optic disk, fundus image, segmentation, Kirsch template, thresholding, morphological operations, k-

means clustering, connected component labeling, SVM classifier. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The retina converts the light signal to neural signals 

which reaches the brain via the optic nerve where it 

is processed by the visual cortex. Retina is the most 

important and inner most layer of an eye where 

every problem in an eye can be identified.  

 

Fundus Eye Image 

Retina is the most important and inner most layer of 

an eye where every problem in an eye can be 

identified. Fundus photography documents the 

interior lining of the eyeball, including the retina, 

optic disc and the macula [1]. The fundus image is 

obtained by looking through the pupil to image the 

interior of the eye. In this the images from the 

DIARETDB1 fundus image database [2] is used to 

detect and classify exudates. Fig.1 shows a fundus eye 

image taken from DIARETDB1 fundus image 

database. 

 
Figure 1. Fundus image of eye showing optic disk 

 

All kinds of diabetic eye diseases can cause extreme 

vision loss and complete blindness. Diabetic eye 
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diseases include diabetic macular edema, cataract, 

glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy.  

 

Exudates 

In that diabetic retinopathy is the major disease, 

which affects the retinal blood vessel causing them to 

bleed or leak fluid like lipid substances. 

 
Figure 2. Hard and soft exudates 

 

Exudates are the initial stage of diabetic retinopathy 

and wet macular degeneration. Exudates are formed 

by the leakage of lipid proteins from the blood 

stream into the retina through damaged blood vessels 

[3]. Exudates can be classified as hard exudates and 

soft exudates. Hard exudates are identified as bright 

yellow injury with many different shape and size. 

Soft exudates are defined as very light lesions with 

minimal numbers. Figure 2 shows hard and soft 

exudates.  

 

Optic disc is also called as optic nerve head which is 

a bright circular region that enters into the eye from 

the brain [4] and is shown in Figure 1. The optic disc 

and the exudates have similar range of brightness and 

colour intensity. This may result in misclassification 

and so it is necessary to eliminate the optic disc from 

the image before exudates are detected and classified. 

Here to eliminate optic disc, Kirsch template along 

with morphological operation is employed and then 

K-means clustering and connected component 

labeling is used to identify the exudates. 

Subsequently from the detected exudate regions 

intensity and contextual features are extracted which 

are then fed to the SVM classifier to categorize the 

exudates as either hard or soft.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section reviews literature related to optical disk 

and exudates segmentation and classification from 

fundus eye images for diagnosing diabetic 

retinopathy. Sub-section A gives a detailed survey on 

optical disk segmentation techniques seen in the 

literature and sub-section B elaborates on the 

literature related to segmentation of exudates. 

 

A. Optical Disk Segmentation 

The literature survey on optic disk segmentation is 

given in this sub-section. A combination of low 

resolution sliding band filter and a high resolution 

sliding band filter are used to obtain a set of pixels 

that most resemble the OD contour in [5]. The 

outliers are then eliminated by applying a smoothing 

algorithm. Optic disk Localization in [6] is based on 

principal component analysis and different 

techniques such as watershed, and geodesic 

transformation were employed for segmenting OD.  

The authors in [7] arrived at the approximate 

boundary of the OD by using used morphological 

and edge detection techniques followed by the 

Circular Hough Transform. For this the authors made 

use of a voting scheme that locates a pixel on the OD 

contour as initial information.  

 

Level sets were applied to detect the exact contour of 

OD [8-10].  The method proposed in [8] modified the 

original ASM to detect OD contour. Here the 

contour deforms to the location with minimum 

energy, and then segments into two groups namely 

edge point group and uncertain group which are 

further refined using local and global information. 

Active contour model and color morphology in Lab 

Space is used by the authors in [11] to extract the OD 

boundary. The color morphology in Lab space is used 

to have homogeneous OD region and then the 

boundary of the OD is estimated by using level sets. 

In the proposed work, to remove the influence of 

blood vessels in hindering the OD segmentation 

process, the R-channel image alone is considered and 
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then Kirsch template is applied to detect the OD 

edges followed by morphological operations. 

 

B. Segmentation and Classification of Exudate 

This section deals with literature related to the 

segmentation and classification of exudates as hard or 

soft exudates. The authors in [12] have examined 

hard exudates (HEs) detection using k-means 

clustering algorithm and mathematical morphology 

in retinal images. In order to detect exudates the 

authors in [13] divided the image into 64 sub-images 

before applying a combination of region growing and 

edge detection. 

 

The exudates detection in [14] employs mixture 

models to segregate the exudates form the 

background and then edge detection is done to detect 

the exudate boundary. A combination of local and 

global threshold was employed by the authors in [15] 

to segment the exudates. Three classifiers such as 

multilayer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function 

(RBF) and support vector machine (SVM) were used 

and SVM outperformed RBFNN and MLP in 

correctly detecting the exudates.   

 

The work in [16] uses fuzzy c-means (FCM) 

clustering technique to detect exudates in fundus 

images. The experiment was conducted to find out 

the optimal number of clusters by varying the 

number of clusters from 2 to 8. The extracted 

features were fed to the FCM classifier and the 

authors achieved very high sensitivity and 

specificity. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

The proposed exudates detection and classification 

methodology is shown in Figure 3. This work 

consists of five steps viz., pre-processing, and 

segmentation of optic disk, detection of exudates, 

feature extraction and classification. 

 

 
Figure 3. Overall block diagram of the proposed 

exudates detection and classification method 

 

A. Pre-processing 

 In this work images from the DIARETDB1 fundus 

image database is used to detect and classify exudates. 

The blood vessels in an eye spread from the optic disc 

region and have the same brightness as that of the 

optic disk. This intensity similarity may hinder in the 

process of optic disk segmentation. Fundus image is a 

colour image and here the R-channel image alone is 

considered for optic disk elimination as the blood 

vessels gets suppressed and the optic disk region gets 

highlighted in the R-Channel image. Then a 3x3 

median filter is applied to the R-Channel image to 

remove speckle noise if any.  

 

B. Segmentation and Elimination of Optic Disk  

The block diagram of the proposed optic disk 

segmentation method is shown in Figure 4.  The 

optic region is dynamically cropped during run time 

and Kirsch template is applied to the cropped region 

to detect the edges. Kirsch proposed an edge-

detection method by using a single mask which is 

rotated in 450 increments to include the 8 directions 

namely North, South, East, West, South West, South 

east, North west And North East. Then the 

magnitude of the edge in all the 8 directions is 

computed and the final edge magnitude is the 

maximum magnitude across all directions [17]. These 

Pre-
processing 

•Red Channel Extraction 

•Median filter 

Segmentati
on and 

Elimination 
of  OD 

•ROI Selection 

•Application of Kirsch Template 

•Morphological Operations to remove noise pixels 

Detection 
of Exudates 

• L-Channel Image Extraction 

•K-Means Clustering 

•Connected Component Labelling 

• Elimination of Boundary Detection 

Feature 
Extraction 

• Intensity Features 

•Contextual Features 

Classificatio
n 

• SVM 
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8 masks are applied to each pixel in an image and the 

response is calculated. The code of the edge direction 

is nothing but the masking sequence number of 

largest response. 

 

 
Figure 4. Optic disc segmentation 

 

Then noisy pixels and outliers are eliminated by the 

use of morphological close operations. The detected 

optic disk pixels are then used to eliminate the optic 

disk in the original image. The results are given in 

Section 4.  

     

C. Detection of Exudates 

In this work a method to identify and classify the 

exudates as hard and soft exudates using K-means 

clustering and CCL is presented.  Finally, the 

exudates are classified as hard and soft exudates based 

on features extracted using SVM classifier. The block 

diagram of the proposed exudates detection and 

classification system is shown in  Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed 

segmentation and classification system for exudates 

 

The Optic disk eliminated retinal image is now used 

for detecting the exudates. In this work for detecting 

exudates the L* channel alone is selected because it 

exhibits high intensity variations between the 

exudates and the background image and also 

suppresses the blood vessels. Now K-means 

clustering [18] using Euclidean distance is applied to 

the L-Channel image to detect candidate exudate 

regions.  

 

To apply a set of selection /rejection criteria to 

identify the likely exudate regions connected 

component labeling [19] is applied to the resultant 

clusters. Connected components labeling using four 

pixels connectivity labels each discrete region in the 

binary segmented image. To select the likely exudate 

region two each of the resulting connected regions 

are subjected to two set of rules. This helps to 

eliminate regions that do not strongly resemble a 

circumscribed mass in terms of their area and their 

statistical characteristics such as their pixel’s 

intensity, higher order moments, etc. 

 

Then the regions that lie on the boundary are 

eliminated by the method proposed in this work by 

computing the points A, B, C, D, E, and F as shown 

below. 

 

Let X= m/4; Y = n/4; here m denotes the number of 

rows and n denotes the number of columns 

respectively.  

A = (X, 0); B = (X*3, 0); C = (X*3, n);   D = (X, n); E = 

(0, Y*2) and F= (m, Y*2).  

 

All the regions that lie in the shaded region shown in 

the Figure 6 are not exudates and so they are 

eliminated before connected component labeling is 

applied to the resultant image. CCL is again applied 

to the resultant image and the obtained discrete 

regions are subjected to rule based classification 

which helps to determine the discrete regions that 

may be an exudate in terms of the number of pixels. 

The result of exudates detection is given in Section 4. 
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Figure 6. Proposed method for elimination of 

boundary pixels 

 

D. Feature Extraction 

Five intensity features such as maximum gray value 

(GrayMax), minimum gray value (GrayMin), mean gray 

value (GrayMean), median gray value (GrayMedian) and 

standard deviation (GrayStd) are extracted from each 

candidate exudate regions.  Also the number of 

pixels (Area) of each exudate region is taken as a 

feature. Totally 6 features are extracted from each 

exudate region.    

 

E. Classification of Exudates 

The extracted features are modeled using the SVM 

classifier [20] to classify the detected exudates as 

either hard or soft using the ground truth available in 

the DIARETDB1database.   

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this work the R-channel image alone is considered 

for optic disk elimination as the blood vessels gets 

suppressed and the optic disk region gets highlighted 

in the R-Channel image.  Then a 3x3 median filter is 

applied to the R-Channel image to remove speckle 

noise if any.  

 

The optic region is dynamically cropped during run 

time and Kirsch template is applied to the cropped 

region to detect the edges. This is followed by 

morphological close operation to remove noise pixels 

and outliers. The result of optic disk elimination is 

shown in Figure 7 

 

To detect and classify exudates the L- channel is used 

in this work because it exhibits high intensity 

variations between the exudates and the background 

image and also suppresses the blood vessels. Next K-

Means clustering is applied to the L* channel image 

which helps to combine all high intensity pixels. 

These pixels also include boundary pixels and 

connected component labeling using 8-pixel 

connectivity is applied to identify connected regions. 

 

The boundary pixels are now eliminated using the 

proposed method and to classify the resultant 

exudates are either hard or soft  a set of 6 features are 

extracted from each exudate region  and support 

vector machine is used to classify the exudates into 

either hard or soft. The exudates detection and 

classification results are shown in Figure 8 

 

 

Figure 7. (a) Original image (b) Red channel image (c) 

ROI selection (d) OD detection (e) Morphological 

close operation (f) OD eliminated image 
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Figure 8. a) Original image (b) Resize image (c) L* 

channel image (d) Segment the exudates using K-

Means clustering (e) CCL applied image                     

(f) Elimination of boundary  pixels using the 

proposed method and detection of Exudates (g) Soft 

exudates (h) Hard exudates. 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

The performance of proposed exudates detection and 

classification algorithm is tested with publicly 

available dataset DIARETDB1. The DIARETDB1 

database totally consists of 89 colour fundus images 

out of which 5 are normal images and the remaining 

84 images contain signs of the diabetic retinopathy 

(DR). The experts have marked the areas related to 

the hard and soft exudates in the fundus images 

affected by DR. This ground truth information, is 

used in this work to calculate the performance of the 

proposed system. 

 

The following performance metrics are utilized to 

measure the classification efficiency. 
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Here TP: the regions correctly classified as non-

exudates; TN: the regions correctly classified as 

exudates; FP: the regions incorrectly classified as 

exudates; FN: the regions incorrectly classified as 

non-exudates. Table 1 summarizes the results of this 

proposed work on randomly selected 10 fundus 

images containing exudates.           

Table 1. Performance Of The Proposed Exudates 

Classification System 

Image Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 

Image1 80.88 94.73 91.66 

Image2 90.90 92.59 92.10 

Image3 68.33 78.53 82.60 

Image4 93.55 94.73 79.94 

Image5 90.47 88.88 88.90 

Image6 90.62 93.75 75.86 

Image7 92.30 84.21 87.50 

Image8 95.23 83.33 88.23 

Image9 91.63 87.50 90.00 

Image10 93.66 75.00 70.00 

 

The performance was calculated with all the 84 

fundus images affected by DR and the system gave an 

overall accuracy of 84.68 %, sensitivity of 88.78% 

and specificity of 87.33%. The results indicate that 

the proposed system could be employed to 

automatically detect and classify exudates from 

colour fundus images.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The computer aided automatic segmentation and 

classification system for retinal exudates has been 

proposed in this work.  The segmentation of exudate 

was essential for diabetic retinopathy (DR) severity 

classifications and diagnosis. This work proposed a 

methodology which automatically detected and 

segmented the exudates by eliminating the OD 

region from the retinal image in order to improve the 

performance of the proposed segmentation 

methodology.  Further six features were extracted 

from the exudates region which was used to classify 
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the exudate into either hard or soft. The proposed 

system achieved an average segmentation accuracy of 

84.68%, with their corresponding ground truth 

images.  False negatives and false positives are also 

reported. So, to improve the performance, apart from 

the six features considered in this work for 

classification, other features could also be attempted 

with in future. 
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